
II. Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) construction
Four dates in the middle of each season from 2013 have been selected: February 4th, May 6th, August 6th and November 4th. The full orbit for each one of these dates aregoing to be computed for a total of 5.242.448 simulations for each instrument. The experiment is carried out into three steps: a) Construction of the input database containingall the required information, b) Simulations of the spectra for both IASI and IASING will be carried out to generate the input data for NWPSAF 1DVar Software, both inputdata and spectra are perturbed before running the last step, and c) Both perturbed input data and spectra are introduced into 1DVar to compare the impact of IASING newcharacteristics in the retrievals. At the current stage, a total of 318.391 spectra, under clear skyes over sea conditions, have been simulated.

a) Construction of the input database c) 1DVarb) Spectra modelization
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I. Introduction
The hyperspectral infrared sounder IASI has already demonstrated its high capabilities for both Numerical WeatherPrediction (NWP), atmospheric composition and climate studies. As the second generation of the European PolarSystem(ESPSG) is being prepared, a new generation of IASI has been designed and will be on board EPSSG: IASING. IASING will benefits from an increased design compared to IASI: double spectral resolution and radiometricnoise decreased by a factor 2. In order to get ready to use this new instrument and to evaluate its impact on variousapplications, a series of simulated data are being built up. This presentation will describe the way the IASI and IASING data have been simulated, as well as the selected dates. Then, from these new spectra, the first assessmentstudies will be described, with a specific focus on the clear cases to begin with.

V. 1DVar input data
Input profiles used in the modelsimulations have been consideredas the Background profiles (BG) for1DVar, and the simulated spectraconstituted the observationsperform by the satelliteinstruments. Background data wereperturbed by using the square rootof the eigenvectors from the 1DVarBmatrix multiplied by two, and theinstrument noise multiplied by arandom gaussian noise was addedto the observations.

III. Localizations

Figure 2. All IASI observations (5.242.448 cases), Clear sky over sea (318.391cases) and Clear sky over land (404.791 cases)

February 4th, 2013 May 6th, 2013

August 6th, 2013 November 4th, 2013

IV. Spectra simulations
The Clear sky over sea simulations have been classified into day/night (figures 3 and 4respectively) and tropical/middle/polar latitudes (top/middel/bottom) for both instruments.The higher spectral resolution from IASING produces sharper peaks in the spectrum.

Figure 3. Day spectra simulations Figure 4. Night spectra simulations

VI. Conclusion and future works
 An OSSE experiment is being conducted to asses the impact of IASING,in comparison with IASI one, on NWP models, atmospheric composition andclimate studies. IASI and IASING spectra have been simulated for four dates in themiddle of each season meaning around 318.391 cases for each instrument. Retrievals using MétéoFrance operational Channel Selectionfor IASI &proxy channel selection for IASING will be carried out first. Channel selection methods will be applied to IASING on this dataset inorder to prepare its utilisation in global & mesoscale NWP models
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